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Learn to
read

the
Bible

effectively
An invitation to weekly seminars
comprising six concise
and informative sessions.
No seminar fee.

Tuesday evenings at 8pm 24th September - 29th October 20'19
at The Beccles Library, Blyburgate, Beccles, NR34 9TB

lf you find reading the Bible difficult or frustrating at times, then these seminars are for you. Six
concise and informative sessions are delivered in a friendly environment. They aim to equip you with
the skills required to understand the Bible for yourself and benefit from a new appreciation of it.
Whether you are already familiar with the Bible or are new to reading it, these seminars will provide
you with plenty of information and the desire to begin reading more effectively.

Things you need to know beforehand

.
.
.

Who wrote the Bible and where it came from.

.

How to get past the difficult language sometimes
used in the Bible.

.
o

Each of the six presentations will occupy an hour,

How to cross-reference.

and the presenters do try to ensure that they
adhere to these time limits.

How to learn more in less time with effective
study tools.

Each section of the Bible in an overview given in
a concise, easy to understand manner.

The sessions are designed to inform and
stimulate, not to present sectarian views. They
are designed to provide you with the skills
to understand what the Bible is about, not to

History and chronology (the order of events) in

.
o
.

How to let the Bible interpret itself.
Evidence for believing in the truth of the Bible.

Why it is not necessary to be a Hebrew and
Greek scholer to understand the Bible.

.
.

Why quoting a single Bible passage is dangerous
(how to keep passages in context).

to

persuade you to adopt particular
points of view or to join any specific sect.

attempt

the Bible.

The sessions will be conducted in an informal style,

and are designed to be relaxed, enjoyable and
stimulating. There will be informal opportunities
at the end of each session to ask questions and
to raise issues relevant to each topic.

The Jews and why they are so important in the
D;L-l^

.

Why there is an Old Testament and a New
Testament.

o

How the Bible deals with the origins of good
and evil.

.
.

How to use a concordance and a lexicon.

And
Everyone attending will receive a ring binder for
their own notes and the extensive class notes we
provide. These handouts will allow you to review
the material at your own pace between classes.

How to use a simple Bible reading plan to take
you through the whole Bible in a year.

Please confirm my registration for the

'Learn to read the Bible effectively'seminars.
There is no fee.
Name

Address:

Postcode:

Telephone:

Email:

learn to read the Bible effectively

